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I. INTRGDUGTIOH

In recent years there has been a constant search for
better and more economical structures. Within the past ten
to twenty years this search has resulted in the introduction
of two new struotural systems: prestressed concrete and
composite design. Each of these new construction methods
has advantages and limitations. A new idea of combining
these two structural systems into one could result in more
eccnomical structures, particularly suited for long span
bridges. This idea was suggested in the literature (13) in
1959 end was first used by a contraetor (6) with a patented
system in 1964, but the techniques of design and construction
have not been published for the professicn.

The purpose of this thesls is to investigate the poten·
tial usefulnees cf prestressed compcsite construction and to
develop a usable design technique. Simply supported and
continuous beams will be treated. After reviewing the physi·
cal properties of the materials, three basic construction
methods will be discussed. Ultimate load design and its
economical advantages in prestressed composite structures
will be treated. A proposed design method together with
illustrations will also be given.

Figure 1 illustrates a simply supported prestressed
composite girder bridge. It is a conventional eomposite
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steel structure with the exception that the steel girders

are prestressed by means of high strength steel cables. The
eablee are anchored on steel end-disphragms es shown in
Figure 2.

In order to deal efflclently with the design problems
of such e structure, knowledge of the physical properties of
the materials used in the construction is required; conse-

quently, e brief review will be given.
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II. PHYSIGAL PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL USED

A. STRUCTUHAL STEEL

Prestressed composite steel beams are made of conven—

tional rolled steel shapes or built-up sections, riveted or

welded. The stress-strain curve for the carbon—stee1 of

rolled sections is shown in Figure 3. In the case of bend-

ing, linear strain distribution across the section results

in linear stress distribution in the elastio range (Figure

4 (a)) and non-linear stress distribution (Figure 4 (b) and
(c))as the bending moment increases and the extreme fibers

are strained into the plastic and strain hardening ranges.

It lt is assumed that the carbon-steel has linear elastio

behavior to the yield point stress, follcwed by linear plas-

tic behavior, the ldealized stress-strain curve is shown in

Figure 5. The phenomenon of strain hardening is usually

neglected because the practicable ultimate moment carrying

capacity is reached before strain hardening begins•
In this case the stress diagram for bending appears as

in Figure 6. This simplifies the mathematical analysis and

is conservativc.

B. HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL OABLES

Oables for prestressing are made with high strength
stress-relieved strands of small diameter and may be galvan—

ised to provide rust protection. The ultimate strength is
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E
between 200,000 and 250,000 psi, The process of stress
relieving produces a wire that has relatively good duotile

characterlstics, and the stress-strain behavior has a rela-

tively sharp transition from the elastic to the inelastic

region, The stress—strain dlagram of high·strength steel

cables ls shown in Figure 7,

The phencmenon of relsxatlon of stress in a steel wire,

when it ls sub3ected.to a sustained load et constent strain,

varies with steels cf different oompositions and metal1urg1—
cal treatments. In addition, relaxation of stress depends
slgnifioantly on the initial level of stress, Because of

the wide variaticn in the amount of stress relaxation, it

is customary to define the initial prestresslng force in the

cablee es the “effective prestressing force,"

O, GONORETE

Goncrete used in prestressed composite steel structures

should be of high strength, preferably in the vicinity of
fg = 5000 psi, The stress·strsin relation for e concrete

of fg = 5000 psi is shown in Figure 8, When the applied

streeses are low (up to about one—half fé} the stress·strain

relation is nearly uniform, the concrete can be considered
elastio and a constant value can be assumed for the modulus
of elastlcity, Since the value of the concrete modulua of

elasticity determines, among other things, the sectional
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properties of the composlte section, it is highly desirable
to know its value reasonably well. For conorete at 28 days
old subject to 0.4 fé compressive stress, Jensen's (9) em—

pirical formula:

Bo : 6 x 106 ,„„„„... (1),;7
or the empirical formula proposed by Hognestad (9)

Ea a 1,800,000 + 460 fé ——·—·——- (2)

give useful approximations• Since actual values may vary

ae much es 20 to 30 peroent, it is strongly recommended (13)

to determine the actual modulus in the nelghborhood of the

working streseee by means of tests. Stresses approaching

the magnitude cf the ultimate strength of conorete induce

large plastic etrains, but normally working stressee are
kept well below this region.

Large straine may be produced at low stresees if the

strcssee are maintained for long pericds of time. These

t1me·dependent strains or deformations under sustained load
are called "creep”.

The term,coefficient of creep, Oc, is employed to in·

dicate the ratio cf the total strain, ät, after a lengthy

period of constant stress to the instantaneous strain, äi,

immediately obtained upon the application of stress, thus
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This coefficient varies widely in different tests, es—

sentially because of the dlfficulty of separating shrinkage
from creep. The creep coefficient is a function of time and
increases approximately from 1.0 at the time of application
of load to about 2.5 in a few months to about 3.0 in three
to four years. Since dead load on bridges will remain for
the life of the structure, the larger value of appraximately

3.0 ls suggested in design. Bridge traffic does not remain
on the structures for long periods of time, so the value of
1.0 is used in design for live load or other temporary load.

As distinguished from creep, shrinkage in concrete is
its contraction due tc drying and chemical changes, dependent
on time and on moisture conditions but not on the magnitude
of stress. The amount of shrlnkage strain varies with many
factors, and it may range from zero to .001 or more. At one
extreme, if the concrete is stored under water or very wet
conditions, or for certain concrete mixes, the shrinkage may
be zero. At the other extreme, for a combination of certain
cements and aggregatee, and with the concrete stored under
very dry conditions, the maximum shrinkage can be expected.
For the purpose of design, an average value of shrinkage
strsin would be about 0.0002 to 0.0004. The shrinkage

stresses in the slab of simple beams and in the positive
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moment regions of oontinuoue beams are counteraoted by the
dead and live load stresses• In the negative moment regions
of ccntinucue beams, the shrinkage stresses in the slab are

unimportant, since the slab is considered ineffective in re-

sisting tensile stresses„ Accordingly, in these structures,
the effect cf shrinkage on the slab strassen may be neglected
in the design, but shrlnkage must be acccunted for in the de—

sign of composite and prestressed structures unless it can
be essentially reduced to zart by proper quality control of
the concrete durlng construotion•
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III. GENERAL DESIGN ASPEGTS

A. PRESTRESSED GOMPOSITE STEEL STRUGTURE
The eonventional type of steel beam bridge with a re-

inforced concrete slab es the roadway is one of the most com-

mon types in highway construction. Such a bridge is oomposed
of two principal load—carrying elements: (1) the steel beame
which transfer the loads in the direction along the bridge
axle to the end of the supports and (2) the ooncrete slab

which distributes the loade in the transverse direction to
the steel beams.

If appropriate mechanical devices are used to connect
the steel beams and concrete sleb together so that they osn-
not deform independently longitudinally, the conorete slab
will then act as a cover plate on the beams and sssist the

beam in oarrying the loads in the longitudinal direction.

This structure is known es a conventional composite structure.

The prestressed oomposite structure is defined ae a

conventional oomposite steel structure prestressed with high—
strength steel cables. Using the nrinciple of prestreseing
for steel structures is not to overcome tensile deficiencies
of the material, as is the case in concrete, but to build
opposing stressee into the member in order to counteract the
stresses caused by external forces. In this connection the
behavior of e prestressed compcsite steel structure is similar
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to that of a conventional composite steel structure with the :

exception that favorable residual stresses will be induced

in the prestressed oomposite steel structure by nrestressing

so that it will be capable of oarrying greater loads then

its ccnventional counterpart.

B. CONSTRUGTION METHOD

If the physical properties of the materials used in the

construction of prestressed composite structures are known,

the effects of different construction procedures on the

stress may be investigated. The magnitude of the dead and

live load stresses at any section of a prestresscd composite

member will depend not only on the relative stiffness of

steel and concrete components, but also on whether the steel

beam is shared during construction of the slab.

Sharing, in effect, is also used to nrestress the

~ structure. That is, a reversal of normal working stresses

is induced by jaoking or sharing before construction and

these bu1lt~in stresses offset the stresses due to load.

Because of the dlfflculty of controlling this type of

prestressing and because the magnitude of prestress ist

limited, the term prestressing is usually applied to that

operation where the prestressing is aocomplished using steel

cables, and the structure ls pre—tensloned or post—tens1oned.

r Usually there are three basic construction prooedures

end all others can be reduced to combinations of these three.
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1. Construction Méthßd gz This method has no shoring
or temporary supports used during the construction of the

slab. It is mostly used for small structures. The total
dead load is carried by the steel section alone. Live, im-
pact and superimposed dead load act on the composite section.

The prostreseing force acts on the steel section only.

Figure 9 (a—d) shows the corresponding moment diagrams for

the loads. Subscripts S and C, respectively, will indicate
in the analysis whether the moment is carried by the steel
or composite section.

2. Construction Method gg: In this method shoring or
temporary support is used in the form of piles or columns
at intermediste points. Steel beams rest on these temporazy
supports and deflections are restricted until the slab of
concrete has attained its required strength. It may be
assumed that all the slab weight is carried by the composite

section when the shoring is removed. Figure 10 (a-d) shows

the corresponding moment dlagrams for the loads. This con-
struction method is recommended for medium and long span
structures es being the most economical.

3. Gonstruction Method ggg: In this method a continu-
ous temporary support of the steel girder will be used to

prevent all deflection while the slab is under construction.
All the loads are carricd by the composite section, end this
may be more economioal for a structure of extremely long span.
Figure ll (a-c) shows the oorresponding moment diagrams.
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1

In Construction Héthüd II and Construction Method III,
the sharing may be placed snug under the steel beam or lt
may be jacked into place to produce negative bending cf any
degree desired, Jacking provides another method of pre-
stressing the steel beam, This can be very useful but re-
quires great care and control to obtain any degree of reli-
ebility, Actually Jacklng is seldcm used because the econo-
my of_materials is frequently offset by the cost of the extra
work,

Although shored construction sometimes requires smaller
steel sections than unshored construction, careful considere-
ticn of the stresses involved may suggest that shorlng is
unnecessary or uneconomical, The failure load where sharing
ls used may be nearly the same es the failure load when
shoring is not used, This could be due to the redistribution
of stresses in the steel beam which produce little effect on-

the final plastic moment capacity of the beam, Economy in
materials ls often offset by the additional cost of shoring,
Furthermore, sharing construction is a delicate operation, ‘
especially lf settlement of the shores is difficult to avoid,
This is usually the case in bridge construction,

For prestressed composite structures, shoring can pro-
vide the same advantages as for ordlnary composite structures
and it presents the same difficultles in application, Where
it can be used with proper control, shoring with Jecking can
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be used effectively to offset the effects cf shrinkage in
the concrete.

The surface: of steel beams in contact with the concrete

slab should be clean and unpainted before casting the slab

in order to provide bond between the steel and concrete.

Where the bond stresses are high, steel bolts or other shear

connectors are used.

G. LOADING

Standard Specificatlons for Hlghway Bridges (12) of the

American Association of State Highway Offlcials, 1961 are
used for the illustrated problems. There are three types

of loads tc be considered in designlng composlte beams:

dead load, live load (including impact) and deformational

load.
1. Dead Load!

The dead load conslsts of the weight of the struc—

ture including the steel beams, concrete slab, diaphragms,

wearlng surface, sidewalks, and additional utilities. All

dead loads placed on the bridge after the concrete slab has

attained at least 75 percent of its 28 day strength may be

assumed to be carried by the compositc section. In unshored

construction, the dead load is oarried by the steel beams

alone. In shored construction, if at least three shares (at

the quarter points) are jacked into position between the end

supports of a span lt ls sufficlently accurate for design
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purposes to assume that all dead load will be carried by the i

ccmpostte been.
T

In designlng, it is necessary to assume the weight of

the particular part being designed and to check the design

after the actual weight has been determined. Gcnsideration

should be given to providing a wearing surface later, if it

is not included in the initial construction.

2. Live Lead and Impact:

Idve loads on bridges are always carried by the

composite section and are usually cf short duration. The

principal live load is the traffic. Equivalent unifcrmly

distributed lane loads with a single concentrated load are
often used in place cf actual vehicular wheel loads for de-

sign purposes. The magnitude cf the live loading depends

upon the classification of traffic to be carried by the

bridge.
Impact is caused by the moving load. The impact effect

is the difference between the effect cf the live load applied

as a static, staticnary load and the effect of the same live

load in motion. The magnitude cf the impact effect depends

cn the speed of the truck, dynamic unbalance of the truck,

roughnese of rcadway, the natural frequency of the span,

damping and the lcaded length of the structure. Specifica-

tien formulas are empirical. They are based cn thecretical

analyses and test measurements and are designed to approxl—
mate stetistically the ma!imum stresses to be expected.
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Impact need not be considered in the design of side—

walks, curbs, or raillngs. The AASHO speciflcations call

for the inclusion of impact as a percentage of live load

where the peroentage is based on the loaded length of the

span. The maximum impact fraction is 30 peroent.
3. Deformatlonal Load:

Greep (plastic flow), shrinkage, expansion (also

concrete growth) and differentlal temperature changes are

the deformational loads that may cause additional stressee

in the composlte beam and must be investigated.

D. EFFEOTIVE FLANGE WIDTH
The exact width of slab that can be assumed to act es

part of the compositegbeam may very. Urquhart et al (16)
reports that tests have shown that the effective width te
principally dependent upon the relative thlckness of the

slab flange and upon the span of the beam. The effective

width of flange is determined (12) as shown below.
l, For an interior T—beam, the effective width must

not exceed any of the following:
s. one-fourth of the span of the beam,
b. the distance from center to center of beams,
c. twelve times the least thickness of the slab.

2. For an edge T—beam, consider the flange as divided

into two parts by the center-line of the steel beam, one

part on the inside, the other on the outside.
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a. the effective width of either part must not
axoeed oue·twe1fth of the span of the baam,

b. the effective width of either part anat not

axceed six times the slab thickmass,
c. the effective width of the inside part must

not exceed one—half cf the distance from
center to center of the bc&ms•

Notes Compo6ita—heam type construction
should not be used for isolatad b6&m6„

E. COVER PLATE

I! the steel beam is made up of a rollad section and a
bottem cover plate, the 6126 of the rclled section is usually
selected ou the basis of the tap-flange stress; the size of
the cover plate is selected ou the basis of the bottom·fla¤gc
stress. The use nf mora than ons cover plate requires addi-

tional weldimg which fraqucutly offsets the Saving of dsiug
a ligbter rolled section. Composite beama with one cover ou
the bottom flauge plate ars genarally recommended. (See
r1g¤r•12•)The

length of cover plate should be selected tc provide
total resisting momeuts at each section at least equal to the
maximum bauding moment at the section. An exact computatiou
of the theoretical length is t6dious„ However, am approxi·

mate calculation can be made ou the assumption that the b0t—
tom flgnge stress caused by the dead and live loads at the
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end of the cover plate is equal to the bottom {lange stress 7

caused by the same loads at the section of maximum moment.
Aacordingly, the following formula (17) is given:

L°=e+(1·-s)<1—.?2.9.)é‘—--·———Ma)S bc
where

L,
: theoretloal length of cover plate in ft.

L = span length in ft.
Sbc = section modulus, in in.}, for the bottom {lange

of composite section without cover plate
S•b„

: section modulus, in in.}, {ar the bottom {lange
ot compcsite section with cover plate

g = distance af maxlmum—moment section from mid-span.
The value af g may be taken ae:

g = 0 for equivalent lane loading

g : O for H—loading L<¤26.4'
g : 2.8 " I«>26.h’
g ¤ O for H-S loading L<—23.8'

g =
7’ ’° 23.8 < L< 3I5.B'

g : 4.67' “ L:>33.8'
Formula Aa is given far the case when sharing ls used.U

When sharing ie not used the entire dead load is carried by

the steel beam alone. The formula 4~a then becomes:

L‘=s+(I·—s)(*·—§.*;.ä)%·—·—·--Mb)
S bs
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where
Sbs = section modulus for bottom flange of steel

beam without cover plate in in.}
S°bB = section modulus for bottom flange of steel

beam with cover plate in in.}

Formulas ha and 4b give only an approximate theoretical
length of the cover plate. The cover plate should extend at
least one foot beyond the theoretical points of cutoff, It
is necessary, therefore, to check the actual stress at the

theoretioal outoff point after its position has been deter-

mined.

P. BEHAVIOR OF THE STRUOTURE
1. Stresses Due Ta Loading.

The analysis herein is based on the assumption
that the steel beam of the prestressed composite structure is
prestressed by means of high strength cables. There are
various methods by which this may be accamplished. However,
the basic concept is to tension the cables ta the desired
stress level by jacking against the beam and then fastening
the cablss at each end of the beam with an appropriate hold-

ing device. Following the creation of the prestressed steel
beam, the concrete slab is poured in place. If shares are
not used dunhg the slab-curing process, the steel beam alone
carries the dead load, except for any dead load that will be
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placed after the slab eures. The total composite section
carries auch superlmposed dead load es well as the live load.
If shoree are used without jacking, the steel beam carries
its own dead weight while the composite section carries all
other loads. Shear connectors are used to transmit hori-
zontal shear between the slab and steel beam.

T

Although the prestressed composite structure is similar)
to the oonventional composite structure, there is a differ-
ence ln behavior. Figure 13 shows the comparison of the
typioal moment angle-change relationship for the two types.

Figure 14 shows the typical prestressed composite sec-
tion. The sectional properties can be determined by using
the method of the transformed section as in a conventional
oomposite section.

Stresses can be determined by the following relations:

r= § 2 ¥
where

äis due to axial force F
gg ls due to bending moment H

The extreme fiber stresses caused by the effective pre-

stressing force, assuming that the stress distribution across
the section is linear, are given by the following expressions:
(For sign convention teneile stresses are considered positive.)
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where
Fb : the fiber at the bottom flange of the steel

beam due to the effective prestressing force, p.

Ft : the fiber stress at the top flange of the

steel beam due to the effective prestressing
‘ force, FO

FO : the effective prestress force

AS = the area of the steel beam

e : eccentricity from the neutral axis of the steel

beam to the center of gravity of the cables

Ct, Cb : distances from the neutral axis to the top and

bottom fibers
St, Sb : sectional moduli at the top flange and bottom

flange respectively.

In equations (5) and (6) the secondary stresses caused

by the deflection of the beam are neglected. The actual

values of Fb and Ft are 5 percent to lO percent greater

than those given_by the above expressions.

In addition to the prestressing force, the loads acting

on the structure will produce bending moments in the
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composite section. The total moment due to dead load (in-

cluding superimposed dead load), live load and impact is

M=M,„+ M„„+M,+m,„———————— -—-----——m

= — - ——··<@>
Adding the effects of prestressing forces the above

expression becomes:

<1;=——§—j-f;‘j+%ä,=;>+%$~j+—LZ„‘j—+—%·_;¤ —————-—-—-cm
¤l= ——————·——-—¤¤>

5 f g t t £

2. Required Prestress

If it is assumed that shoring will not be used and
that the steel beam is prestressed before the erection, the

following steps are followed.

The fundamental assumption used in the working load
stress analysis is that the composite section, due to the

effective connection between steel and concrete assured by
means of shear connectors acts as a homogeneous section fol-
lowing Hooke's law (15). The sectional properties are deter-

mined by using the transformed section in the conventional

W8.y•

with known sectional properties, the stress at criti-

cal sections can be investigated to determine the required

prestressing force.
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The followlng convention is used: (+) stress denotes
t€hSlOh, (—) CO1'HpI‘8SSlOh, (4-) H10m8h'C C&'llS€S l18hSlOh lh the

bottom fiber, (-) compression.
Figure 15 (b) shows the stress distribution in a steel

girder due to dead load.

MSIbsI; U} „

Figure 15 (c) shows the stress distribution in the
steel beam due to prestressing force FO.

· ·····—
—~—·· · ···‘/4)

‘After the erection of the steel beam the concrete slab
will be poured in place; when the concrete has cured the

composite section will carry any additional superimposed
„ dead load. The stresses as shown in Figure 15 (d) are:

>° :0qg,j°= l";5¤,,„=···'§‘,:;w · — - -· · ·—·———·—·--·--·<“‘¤
<IZZ=··'*%;·i„=·—“é·‘;: ·· · · · · · ·
·Figure15 (e) shows the stress distribution produced by

live load and impact.
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1Figure 15 (f) shows the effect of the sum of all.

stresses:

FoEnz: V-,, + T,T_° + Vita——————— —————————(l9>
•»I

Ste and See represent the section modulus of the com-
posite section for top and bottom fibers. In calculating
the vahe of Ste and She the method of the transformed sec-
tion will be used with kn : En : Bää for permanent loads,„ c
kn : n : E3 for short term live load and impact.

Ec
The required criteria is that the sum of the foregoing

stresses should be less at every point than the allowable
steel or concrete stresses respectively, when the structure
is simply supported. Thus:

I

Zq-bc Z fs Z psi

From the relationship above, therefore,

>. sv w!_MZ°>

*”oL Fo SU LU'! FE |\,42° AALWI— + ·-· ....;-..4- ...... .1.2. ..----Ä: ”°
-3:, A, 5,,+ 5,,+ Sw- (Z2)

and,
: .6,.6..,. --._______
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Equatlon (23) is used to determine minimum value cf
the required prestressing force. By using this value as a
guide the design prestressing force can be determlned.

3. Ultimate Flexural Strength
The ultimate capacity of the structure must also

be checked. In many cases the ultimate load capacity cen-
trols the design.

The exact analysis for the ultimate strength of the
prestressed oomposlte steel section in flexure ls a comp1i~
cated theoretical problem because both the concrete and
steel are stressed beyond their elastic range. However,
using justlfiable approximations, which are in good conform1·
ty with the actual conditions, a relatively simple design
procedure can be developed which predicts the ultimate
flexure strength within reasonable accuracy. These assump·
ticns (13) are:

a. The behavior of steel beam subject to
flexure is ldealized as shown in Figure 6
end Figure 16.

b. The behavior of the eoncrete is idealized
es shown in Figure 16. The average stress
at failure is assumed tc be 0.8 fg.

c. Failure is controlled by flexural failure
of the steel beam. Ko shear or anchorage
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failure, nor failure of the concrete or
cable is predicted.

The ultimate flexural strength must be auch as to with—
stand the following moments, Hä or Mäx, whiohever ls greater:

Hä = HDL + 3(HLL I + MSD) ———-—- — (24)

or ag a 2(MDL + MLL * I + MSD) (25)
where

HDL = moment due to dead load
HLL * I : moment due to live load and impact
HSD : moment due to superimposed dead load
Hä : ultimate moment from Equation 24
Häl = ultimate moment from Equatlon 25

Figure 16 illustrates the ultimate stress distribution
aeeuming ideal plastic eteel and concrete. The ultimate in-
ternal foroes acting on the section are in equilibrium. Con—
eequently,

Gcu
‘F Gau 2 Tau + FQ •• •• •• •'• •

"

•where

msueFO
: effective prestressing force
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ty = yield point stress of steel
A; = sectional area ot the steel beam which is subject

to compression
Ag,

: sectional area of the steel beam which is subject
to tension

These areas can be determined from equation (26) and
from

41;+ 1g' = 1,-——----——-—-(27)
Kncwing the magnitude and the location of the point of action
(which is at the center of gravity of the corresponding area)
of all internal forccs, the lever arm Au of the internal

I
forces can be determinedt The ultimate moment capacity of

the section has to be greater than (or equal to) the ultimate
moments given by equations (24) and (25). Thue,

TuLu:ÖuÄu=HäGTHäI—-A·•——•·(28)

4. Deflection

Hormally it is advisable not to strive for a sec-
tion that is too shallow. An extremely light superstructure,
lnherent in a shallow structure, might have large deflections
and undesirable vibrations.

The defleotion design procedure is based on Maxwell's
theorem. Thus,
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1+2

21>iA1: ezrkéi —--——--—-- (29)

where Pi and Pk are in the same directione as ¢$1 and [Lk,

reepectively.

Pi : the load at ”l"

Pk = the load at "k”

.A1 : the deflectlon at "1"
nk 1- the aer1ee11¤¤ at **1:**

To find the vertical deflection at a point on the struc-
ture, for instance, apply a unit force Pk : 1 at that point
in the same direction in which the deflection is to he deter-
mined. According to Maxwell's theorem

A11 = A11
the displacement at

”i"
due to a unit load applied at "k"

equale the dieplacement at "k" due tc a unit load applied at
”i"

in the direction cf the original deflection component cf
”l".

Hence, the vertical deflection at point
”a"

(Figure 17)

is
1.. LL/um L MV1_ä_AL —‘—‘*— — ""— (30)

where Mi and N1 are the moments and axial loads, respective-
ly, produced by the corresponding loads on the statically

determinate etructure•
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5. Sheer
The shear design procedure is similar to the moment

design procedure. For long span bridges, however, shear
rarely controls. For this reason, it ls juetified to use an
approximate method to check the sheering stress in the struc-

ture. The general equaticn cf the shear forces under work-

ing load (as shown in Figure 18) is:

Va = aV° · F 81n.d --·---·——-- (31)

where

aV° represents the shearing forces on the structure
at the section under consideration, and

cl is the slope ot prestresslng steel cable.
On the basis ct the well known formula (15) for shear

stresses, the web Shear is

To = -E--Q ——-—--—-·—-(52)

where ‘
fzs

= shearing stress

Va = the total shearing torces at the section

under oonsideration

Q = the static moment of that part of the steel

and concrete lying above the fiber under

oonsideration about the neutral axis

tw e the web thiekness
I : moment ot inertia of composite section
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The maximum allowable shear force (3) in kiss for wide

flange beams at ultimate load ls

Vmax_ = 18.0 wd

where

w : web thickness in lnches
”

d : section depth in inches.

G. PRESTRESS IK A COHTINUOUS BEA!

Undoubtedly, the analysis and design of continuous pre-

stressed composite steel structures are more ccmplicated

than for continuous composite structures or statlcally deter-

minate prestressed composite structures. The basic theories

involved are the same, however.

There are several methods available for the analysis of

prestressed contlnuous beams (9). All of these are similar

to those used in the analy:is of normal statically indeter-

minate structures. Two methods will be diecussed; Method A

will be used in the Illustrated Examples in Section V.
( l. Method A

This mthod is used when prestressing cables are

curved. The following (9) will be utilizedz

a. Moment and shear diagrams for ordlnary

eontinuous beams.

b. Moment distribution method.
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c, Locaticn of line of pressure in a prestressed ä

ccmposite beam,

Before starting on the method of analysis, the differ-
ence between a ecntinuoue prestreseed composlte beam and a
simply supported prestressed composite beam is first examined,

For external loads, the mcments in a ccntinuous pre-

stressed composite beam are computed by the elastic theory,
as for any other type of statically indeterminate structure,
With the application of prestress, the moments in the conti-
nuous beam are affected by the prestress and by the support
reactions lnduced by the bendlng of the beam. In a simple
beam, no support reactions can be induced by prestressing,

In a simple prestressed ccmposite beam, Figure 19 (a),
no matter how much the beam ls prestressed, only the internal
stresses will be affected, The external reaoticne, deter-

mined by statlcs, will depend on the loads but are not af-
fected by the prestress,

If the weight of structure is neglected, and there is
no external moment on the beam, the internal resisting moment
must be zero, hence the 0-1ine (the line of the resultant

compressive stress) must coincide with the T-line (the line

of the resultant tensile stress) es shown in Figure 19 (b),

For a continuous prestressed eompoaite beam, Figure
20 (a), when the beam is preetressed, it bends and deflects,

The bending of the beam can be such that the beam will tend
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tc deflect away from some of the supports, es shown in
Flgure 20 (b). If the beam ls restralned from deflectlon
at these supports, as shown in Figure 20 (o), reactlons

must be exerted on the beam to hold it there, thus reactions
are induced which produce bending moments in the beam, as

shown in Figure 20 (d), to reslst these bending moments, the
C-line must move to a distance a from the T-line, as shown
in Figure 20 (e). The internal reslstlng moment, ML,then
equals the external moment, Mg, caused by the reactions, 1.e.,

M8::Mj_:.··&T

where

T

How, the simple beam ls compared to the continuous beam
under the action of the prestress, neglecting the weight of
the beam and all other external loads, In the simple beam,
the O-line coincides with the T—line; in the continuous beam,

the 0-line usually deviates from the T—line, In the simple
beam, the stress distribution at any section can be deter-
mined from the location cf the T-line.

”In
the contlnuous

beam, lt can be determlned by the location of the 0-line
which does not cclnclde with the T~line. The difference be-
tween the two beams lies in the presence of external reac-
tions end moments in the continuoue beam, produced as a re-

sult of prestressing. The external moment produced by the
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reactions are shown in Figure 20 (d). Since the reactions
are only applied at the supports, the Variation of moment
between any two consecutive supports is linear. If T remalns
constant between the supports, then the deviation, a, being
directly proportional to M, also has to Vary linearly, as
shown in Figure 20 (e). Once the moments at the supports
are determined, values can be interpolated for any other
point along the beam. These moments are called secondary
moments because they are by—products of prestressing and be-
cause they do not exist in a staticalry determlnate beam.
Secondary momente may be larger than primary moments in some
cases so they may play a most important part in the deter-
mining stresses and strength of the beam.

From this same point of view, the moment in the struc-
ture developed by the eccentricity of the prestress is desig-
nated es the primary moment, such as would exist if the beam
were simple. On account of such primary moments acting on a
continuous beam, the secondary moments caused by the induced
reactione can be computed. The resulting moment due to pre-

stress, then, is the algebraic sum of the primary and second-
sry moments.

The following gives a procedure for computing directly
the resulting moments in the structure over the supports,
based on the moment distribution method. Once the resulting
moments are obtained, the secondary moments can be computed
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the relation:
Secondary Moment e Reaulting Moment - Frimary Moment
Before going further, it would be well to summarize the

assumptions (9) made for the methed of design and analysis:
a. The eocentricities of the nrestresslng cables are

small compared to the length of the members, thus
the effects of the vertical component of the pre-
stressing force are negligible,

b. Frictional loss of prestress is negligible,
c. The same tendons run through the entire length

of the member.
As a result of the above assumptions, analysis can be

made on the following basis:
a. The axial component of the prestress ls constant

for the member and is equal to the prestresains force F.
b. The primary moment M1 at any section is given by

M} = F8]

where eq is the eccentrlcity of the c.g.s. with
respect to the neutral axis of steel beam.

On this basis, the procedure of analysis can be formu-
lated as follows:

First, treat the entire beam as if it had no supports
and plot the diagram of moments produced by the eccentriclty
of prestress. Next, compute the loading in the beam corre-
sponding to those moments. This is the equivalent loading
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produced by the prestressing oables on the beam. How, with
this loading on the continuous beam es it is actually sup-
ported, compute the resulting moment by moment distribution
or other method. Referring tc Figure 21 the various steps
will be further outlined (9) es below:

s. Plot the primary moment diagram for the entire

oontinuous beam, as produced only by prestress

eooentricity, as if there were no supports to
the beam. This is simply given by the essen-
tricity curve plotted to some suitable scale as
in Figure 21 (b), since M1 = Fe, and F is constant.

b. From the above moment diagram, plot the shear
diagram oorresponding to it, as shown in Figure
21 (b). This can be done either graphicalry or
algebreically.

c. From the above shear diagram plot the loading
diagram corresponding to it, as shown in Figure
21 (d). This can be done either graphically or
algebraically.

d. How, for the loading obtained above aoting on
the continuous beam with the actual supports, and
including any moments such es might ooour at the
ends of the beam due to the eccentricity of 0.6.8.,

compute the resulting moments, Mg, by moment die-
tribution, es shown in Figure 21 (e).
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e. The 6—line in Figure 21 (a) is now obtained by

linearly transforming the 0.6.8. line so that it

will have new eccentricities, e2, over the sup-
ports oorresponding to the resulting moments M2,

thus,
02:;,%

Since the C-line deviates linearly from the 0.6.3.
line, it will have the same intrinsic shape as the 0.6.8.

line, and can be easily plotted. The eecondary moment ls

represented by the deviation between the 0-1ine and the 6.6.3.

line (T—1ine). It can be computed by the simple relation

Secondary Moment : M2
-FM;

and the deviation a of the 6—line from the 0.6.3. line is

given by:

P

The above procedure outlines the method for looating

the line of pressure due to preetressing in a continuous

beam. It is seen that the induoed reactione produoe moments

in a continuous beam which shift the 0·line away from the

6.6.8. line. How, when external loade are applied on the
F

beam, additional moments will be produced, and the 0-1ine

will again be shifted. Two methods of computation are pos·

eible.
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a. Moments in the oontinuous beam due to the external
loads (including the weight of the beam) are com-
puted by the usual elastic theory, using methods
such as moment distribution. These moments are
added to the prestressing moments previously cal-
culated, thus yielding the final mcments in the
beam. This can also be performed by shifting the
O·l1ne from that obtained for prestressing only.
The amount of ehifting is equal to the moments
due to external loads divided by the prestress
force. This method is preferred when there is

' more than one condition of loading.
b. When there is only one condition of loading to be

investigated, it may be easier to consider the
effects of prestress and external loading together.
Since the effect of prestressing can be reduced to
a system of forces acting on the beam, it ls only
necessary to add these forces to the external
loeds to obtain the total loads on the beam. One
moment distribution will then be suffioient for
the two sets of forces.

2. Method B
This method applles to beams where the cable eccentrioity

is constant (1.e. straight and parallel to the beam) when the
external loads on the structure are known, the designer may
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use techniques similar to those used in the analysis of

statloally indeterminate structures to plot the moment dia-

gram. From a study of the moment diagram, the structure is

divided into sections, each from one point of inflection to

the next. Prestress tor the steel beam is evaluated for

each section accordtng to whether the moments are positive

or negative.
If the section is in the negative moment range the

cables will be located Just below the top flange of the

steel beam. For positive moment the cables will be located

just above the bottom flange of the steel beam, as shown in

Figure 22. n

In selecting a section tor the continuous prestressed

composite steel beam the maximum positive moment due tc load

governs. Since the conorete ls ineffeotive in resisting ten—

sion, for the negative moment region the steel beam must

carry all the negative moment. The maximum negative moment

determines the area of the cover plate needed.

H. MAIHTENANCE ‘

In prestressed eomposite construction the portion ot

steel beam and hlgh4strength oables that are exposed tc the

atmosphere should be painted. The contact surface between

the ceacrete slab and the top flange or the steel beam should

be clean but not painted to provide for bond with the con-

crete.
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A bltumlncus wearing surface is usually required to
protect the concrete slab from wearlng by traffic. In order
tc prevent corrosion of the slab reinforeement after concrete
cracks have occurred, the cracks should be grouted with ce-

ment mortar or bltuminous materials.
Periodlc inspeotion should be undertaken at reasonable

intervals to detect etructural faults and to keep major
maintenance costs down.
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IV. THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED OOMPOSITE BEAMS

A. THE SELEOTION OF CROSS SEGTION (17)

The following design of prestressed composite beams is

based on specifying allowable stresses for the component

materials. It consists of selecting the cross section and

of computing stresses at various locations.

1. Simply Supported Beams
· a. Method A.

For structures with wide-flange beams the

composlte section may be selected with the aid of a table

containing the section moduli for wide—flange beams alone

and in combination with ooncrete slabs of various dimensions.

The Illustrated Examples in Section V are worked using such

a table; Figure 37 shows a section of such a table. The

effect of concrete haunches between the slab and the steel

beam and the effects of creep and shrinkage and the effect

of the prestressing force increments due to dead and live

load on the structure are neglected. The bottom flange

stress in the beam may be expressed as followsz

¤: .0 LL.: ----65)

therefore,
¤L sv
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where

FC : prestressing force

e :eccentricityMSDL

: dead load moments in the steel beam
MgSD : superimposed moment of dead load in the

composite section
McLL + I: live load and impact moment in composite

section

AS : the area of cross section of steel beam

SCC : section modulus of the composite section

relative to the steel beam bottom flange

SCS = section modulus of steel section relative

to the bottom flange.

The stress equation above may be rewritten in the fol-

lowing form:

b S 5 sus Q-u Tb qu

The ratio SCC/Sbs and Sbc/AS can be found approximately

as MSDL/fb and (MCSD + MCLL are known quantities.

FC, e, AS are assumed quantities, the necessary section modu-

lus of the composite section can be computed approxlmately

from Equation 35 and the corresponding beam section found

from the Table.
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b. Method B

The AASHO specifications (12) permit a 25 percent

overstress for group loadings in the design of composite

beams. Thus, the selection of a cross section may be made

on the basis of dead and live loads (including impact) and

prestressing force. The dimensions of the slab are deter-

mined by the design for transverse load distribution and by

the layout of the bridge.

The trial procedure presented herein consists essential-

ly of three steps: assuming a symmetrical steel section,

computing approximately the necessary steel area, and re-

vising the assumed steel section according to the computed

steel area. The last step consists either of revising the

whole section or of adding a cover plate on the tension side.

Three types of steel section are considered, as follows:

1. Rolled Beams Without Cover Plates

When the composite section consists of a slab

and a symmetrical rolled steel beam, the size of the positive-

moment‘section is governed by the bottom flange stress

¤\- so (M-:

This equation may be rewritten in the following form:

..(_g7)„ „«>../11,•16 +„<>~»/1,. Jd +„< ßw-/A,d 1 6 @(6../A,1 1 6
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This gives the required total steel area, AS, as a sum-

mation of five areas needed for five types of loads. In the

expressions for the component areas,

FA 22 — —*’—
·f.

- E A4 n

A,d 1

- NE°„ Ad 1A¤¤_(
Tb

)*—S>Q[)(”T')

__ MÄM A4 1

In the last four equations above, the first term on the

right hand side of each equation is the required section

modulus to resist the particular type of moment; the second

term can be evaluated from design curves (as illustrated by

Figure 38).
The necessany steel area can be determined as follows: p1
a. Compute the required section modulus for each

type of loading.

b. Assume a steel area, AS, and depth, d, of the

rolled beam. It is usually sufficiently aocurate

to select a rolled beam about three sizes smaller

than that needed for a non-composite T-beam. With

the assumed values of AB and d and with the known
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values of ea and Aa, compute ea/d and Ka, The {
Aa value is computed for dead loads with K e 3,
and for live loads with K : I; thus two values
of Kg are cbtained,

c, From the design curve, select Sha/Aad correspond-
ing to the values ea/d and Ka computed above,
Sho/Aad may be ccmputed for the assumed section
if design curves are not available, As a first
apprcxlmation, lt may be assumed equal tc 0,33,

d, Ocmpute the required steel areas as

Aa = Ag - Ata + Ads + Ädc + A11 ——~· (58)

Select a revised section having the assumed d
and the required Aa, If the required area dif-
fers substantially from the assumed area, lt may
be deslrable to repeat the calculation,

The procedure is lllustrated in Example A, Section V,
2, Rolled Beam With Cover Plates

Oomposite beams usually inccrporate an unsymmetrical
steel section, such as a rolled beam with a cover plate on
the tension flange or an unsymmetrlcal plate girder, The
selection of such sections is governed by the bottom·flange
(tenslon) and top flange (compression) steel stress, If the

steel beam ls made up cf a rolled section and a cover plate,
the size of the rolled section is usually selected on the
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basis of the top flange stress. The size of the cover plate

is selected on the basis of the bottom flange stress. The

top flange stress in the steel beam may be expressed as

follows:
__ I?. Z P.- _ M? _ ~12°_ mi"‘_____ __

A; Bes Ses akt ßen

This equation may be rewritten in the following form:

A Z- 1--11.111- 11211 1- -M-316 1- @1*%./161 - ---,1,,
B 1t fe 5** d fe Ses d It Sec d (-1 Send

This equation gives the required total steel areas of

symmetrical beam, AB, as a summation of five areas for five
types of loads. In the expression for the component areas,

n,{Z - ll-
+t

{6 ;_E-s- -9.-<L -L+6 +, 6,, 6
Au Z- 1-

S ft S15 d

A Z - 113- A-d 1é° +1 Set Ö V

/4.- .1.
'* tt 6-,- 6

The beam section is selected in the same way as de-

scribed in Section 1, above, except that the required beam
( area is based on the steel stress in the top flange, requir-

ing the use of a different design curve.

A3 : Ag - Age + Ade + Ade + Alg -——-— (41)
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The slze of the rolled beam ls usually four or more sizes

smaller than that needed for a noncomposlte beam.

The area of the cover plate ls found by computing the

area Ag of a symmetrical beam correspondlng to the allowable

bottom flange stress. Then the difference Ag - A3 corre-

eponds to the lncrease ln the symmetrlcal sectlon over that

necessary tor the top flange stress. The area Ap of one

cover plate can be computed as followsz

ap = l/2 (as - as)

where

Äp = the area of cover plate

AB = the area of rolled steel beam

AB = the total area of steel section required

3. Plate Girders
The selection of an unsymmetrlcal plate glrder for

a oomposite beam may be made by a method slmllar to that de-
U

scrlbed in Sectlons 1 and 2 above for rolled beams• The

trlal procedure oonslsts essentlally of three steps: assume

the size of the web (depth and thlchness) and the ratlos of

top flange to web area and of bottom flange to web area, com-

pute approxlmately the necessary steel area for the top and

bottom flanges, and revlse the assumed ratio repeatlng the

calculatlons lf necessary.
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The allowable stress governs the size of the bottom

and top flanges. The following expresslons may be obtalned
from the stress equatlons:

1. .L1‘l-gfljöäléwä. - - - .. _ ..

L~+. ft De. dw T. ßcs dw

tt Sa. dw ft Sec dw
where

Aw : the area of web of steel beam
Ab : the area of bottom flange

At : the area of top flange

dw : the depth of the web.

The necessary areas for the bottom and top flanges may

then be computed from the equatlons above, using appropriate

design curves or tables and the assumed quantltles.

If the depth of the web ls assumed first, the thlckness

must conform to the AASHO llmltatlons (12); the assumed web

area ls then twdw. The ratlos At/Aw for plate glrders
usually fall ln a limited range, so an assumed value wlll
usually need llttle adjustment.

The procedure for selectlng the slze of a plate glrder
ls lllustrated in Example B, Section V.
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2. Continuous Beame
Continuous spans, of either composite or noncom·

posite construction, are often advantageous when foundation
conditions and desired span lengths are favorable for this
type of construction. When foundations do not permit con—
tinuous structures, cantilever spans may be used; they may
yield similar benefits.

The principal advantages of continuoue spans as compared
with simple spans are material savings in main eae¤y1¤g mem-
bers and possible corresponding dollar savings, increased
span lengths, and shallower construction when clearanoes
are a design factor. These adwantages are further enhanced
when composite continuous construction is used.

In contlnuous preetressed eomposite beams, as in simple
prestressed composite beams, some of the dead load may be
carried by the steel section alone; some by the composite
section. The eftectiveness of the slab in resisting the
loads is affected by oreep.- Therefore, in resisting dead
load the corresponding calculations are usually based on
Kn = 3 E8/EQ to account tor creep. The live loads are also
oarried by the oomposite section, but in this case the slab
is not affected by creep so that Kn = Es/EG should be used.

Concrete is generally assumed ineffeotive in resisting
tension and thus cannot be oounted on where negative moments
exist in the continuous beam. This restricts the use of the
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concrete sleb as a cover plate (oomposite section) in the

predominantly positive-moment regions.

The concrete in the negative-moment regions can trans-

fer stresses by shear to longitudinal reinforoing steel which

may be placed in the slab es an aid in resieting the negative

moments. If steel is placed in the slab for this purpose,

sufficient shear connectors must be used throughout the beam

length for proper shear transfer. If this steel is not used,

then the shear connectors need not be placed in the negative-

moment regions and need extend only through the length of the

slab required as a cover plate for positive moment.

The placing of additional longitudinal steel in the slab

may not increase the section modulus suffioiently to reduce

the negative-moment stresses in the bottom flange of the

steel beam. The additional required increase in section modu-

lus may be provided by adding a small cover plate on the top

flange of the steel beam and a larger cover plate on the bot-

tom flange if rolled beams are used, or by inoreesing the

flange sizes es necessary if built-up girders are used.

It should be noted that the longitudinal reinforcing

steel does not share in resisting ncncomposite dead loads.

Thus, the most efficient method of providing for negative

moments is to increase the main steel section only. This is

done by increasing both flanges by the addition of cover

plates or the selection of a larger section.
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If the design is based on the assumption that the nega-

tive moments are carried solely by the steel section, a sym-

metrical steel section is desired„ Observing that for a

symmetrical section ya : 0, the necessary area of each cover

plate for a rolled beam can be evaluated from the following

formula (17):

AP

;where
M : maximum negative moment

fa : allowable steel stress

d : depth of rolled beam

tp : assumed thickness of cover plate

IB : moment of inertia of rolled beam

The flange areas for a symmetrlcal built—up girder can

be evaluated as follows:

- - M ,4,,,,,,,..^‘¤·^¤·rgar F! (**5)
where

dw : dépth of web

Aw = area of web
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B. THE PROPERTIES OF SECTIONS

l. Rolled Beams

In prestressed composite sections the neutral axis

may be located either below the slab or in the slab. If it is

located below the slab (as shown in Figure 23) the full cross

section of the slab is effective in resistlng compressive

stresses within the limitations of the T-beam overhang. The

sectional properties can be calculated as followsz11

=jez: (j,„+é„)1<,
1.+ 1«

ELx:;j£s_gL small and can be neglected.)
Jh:. Z jbs + an

m == M 5.66,6
where

K : a factor, depending on the type of loading, equal

to 1.0 for temporary loads and up to 5.0 for sus-

tained loads.
Kg : the ratio of the area of the concrete slab to the

area of the composite section

m : the statlcal moment of the transformed compressive
— concrete area about neutral axis of composite

section.
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As soon es the value of Ic (moment of inertia of com-
posite section) is determined, the stxesses in the beam can
be oomputed.

2. Plate Girders
If the steel section ccnsists of an unsymmetricel

welded plate girder (as shown in Figure 24) the following

formulas (17) apply:

is Z %(dw + tb)Ab - Hdw + YUM:
As

IS

IWFromthe above, the properties of the section can be

calculated and stresses in the structure obtained.

* Small quantities It and Ib neglected.
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e V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE8

By using the prooedures and formulas described previous-
ly, several illustrative examples will be given in this chap-
ter es followsz

A. The selection of rolled beams for a simple span
bridge without ehorlng.

B. The selection of plate glrders for a simple span
bridge without shcring.

C. The selection of rolled beam for a three span
eontinuous bridge without ehoring.

All examples are designed in accordanoe with "Standard
Speoifioatlons for Highway Bridges", 1961, adopted by the
AASHO, and all designs are made for fg = 5000 psi, fa a
18,000 psi, and n = 6.

Example A is e 50 ft. bridge with rolled steel beams
and lllustratee the procedures for selecting the section and
oalculating the properties of sections as described in Chap-
ter IV. Example B is an 80 ft. long bridge using plate gird—
ers. Example C is a three-span eontinuous bridge with rolled
steel beam. An influence line is drawn for determining maxi-
mum live load moment. Several moment diagrams are drawn for
the prestressing layout.
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Example A. Selection cf rolled beams for a simple—span
bridge without shcrlng.

Design Data
Span length = 5o°-o"
Distance c. to c. bearinge = 49'·0”
H20 - S16 · #4 loading
Rcadway wldth - two lanes - 28'·O"
The general cross section is shown ln Figure 25.
For e first trial section, five steel beams at
7'-O" c. to c. and a conorete slab

7”
thlck are

selected.
1. Dead load cn steel beam alone:

Edge beam G,
Slab £&$g(9.83 x 7/12 x 150) = 604 plf cf

beam

xey (Z-@2-,',=-$7-=é-%)(1.::.>·5 x e/12 x 152) -:.— 82 '°
Haunch (eesune width = 2'—0") = 50 "

Ooncrete = 736
”

Sweel Glrder (estimated) e 110
”

Dlaphragms (estlmated) = 10 "
Steel = 120 ”

Total = 856 "
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Interior beam G2 or G}
Slab 7 x 7/12 x 150 : 612 pl! o! beam
Haunch (aaeume width :

2'—0”)
: jg ”

Ooncrete : 662
”

Steel Girder (eatimated) : 110 ”

Diaphragma (eetimated) : 2g "
Steel : 130 "
Total = 792 "

2. Dead load on compoalte beams
Railings 2 x 25 = 50 pl! of beam
Sldewalke 2 (§&§—§—g&ä2) +12

($-%%:-59) z 150 : 616 “
Future Pavlng 15 x 28 ·.= 4gg ”

Total :1088 ”

Each girder will take l%§ä° : 218 "
3. Ldve load and impact on compoaite beam:

Coefflcient of Impact
1 :0.287

Edge beam G1

Live load distribution to G1°‘ 1:6*:*%*;*-; """’”
Modified coefficient for truck load and impact

0, : & x 1.217 x 1.287 :0.784
?°IIEEö°§§EEY£1cat1cne. Article (1.3.1)



Interior beam G2 and G}
Live load distribution = 7/5.5 = 1.273*
Modified coeffioient for truck load and impact,

0; = & x 1.273 x 1.287 = 0.819
Design Moments

Beam » M k ° _*Me, Mesa Ho * [
G1 257 65 478

G2 or G; 238 65 500

Use the following momente for design purposes:

500 k—ft
Minimum prestressing foroe to prevent overetrese in

the oomposite section:
Try 30 WF 108

Ag = 31.77 1n.2, d = 29.82 in., Sa = 299.2 in.}
tg : tb = 0.76 in., Is : 4461.0 1n.a
e = % —(5 + 0.76) = 14.91 · 5.76 = 9.15 in.
so + 16)

( (16.6 + 10.3 — 18) x 16.1
2 7.9 2 16.1 s 127*

1r1¤az1¤¤2. 121:1616 (1.3.1)** Maäämg: ggment for truck loading x modified coeffioient
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Use 2 1** diameter stramds
P° z 2 'xr'70 ¤ 1äOk
As : 2 x O•577 z 1.15Ä 1!1•2 »

The selection of section:

6 29•82 **

E6 . 222..2 ,2 ,22 ‘ls 31.77 9
For K : 3
Ao 2 §.‘.L§..Z 2- 32.7 16.2

3 x 6
.. 2 ..‘¤ ·· ‘s2?v22*’*;1t*n * **.*5****

From Figure 38 7

Agd -

For K : 1
98,0 ilI•2

1: 2 8 2 ,¤ *6*2**17*62 6 . v ° 755
From Figure 38

, ‘¤
The required area ot steel beem tor a prestressed com-

poslte structure ie:
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.1:.—···1£*.Q-__E[E2_,_§1¢•¤¤¤1 1 2 xl 1° 18 "'§‘T.2*‘£r6*‘2**'x‘g,2
65 X lg 1 00 X 12 11 18 IE " Xo":

7.78 — 7.55 + 18.2 + 3.23 + 23.24 : 29.34 iu.2

Since the requ1red area of the steel beam is 29.34 1n.2.
thus from A.I.S.0. Handbcck (11) a 30 WP 108 ie suitable.

3l.77:>29.34 OK

The prcperies of section:
The composite section

For K : 3

- 84 x - 2

Ac1: -1- ...2.%.1..... 2- 0. 08
° 32.7 + 31.77 5

ic : (14.91 + 4.5) X 0.508 z 9.86 in.

Ia = (14.91 + 4.5) X 9.86 X 31.77 + 4461 + 32.7 X ää X 72

: 6080 + 4461 + 133 z 10674 in.4
ytc = 14.91 · 9.86 = 5.05 IB.
Sta : 10674/5.05 = 2110 lu.}

ybu = 14.91 + 9.86 = 24.77 in.
Sha : 10674/24.77 = 431.0 in.}

‘
-

Yqg = 5.05 + 4.5 +3.5 = 13.05 lu.
Sag z 10674/13.05 : 820.0 in.}
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For K = 1
1,, =.~ §.L.=£.l = 98 1:1.21 x 6
xa .-. géggitü e 0.755
ic : (14.91 + 4.5) X 0.755 = 14.62 in.” Ig : (14.91 + 4.5) X 14.62 X 31.77 + 4461 + 98 x ää x 72

: 9010 + 4461 + 400 = 13671.0 in.4
yqo = 14.91 ~ 14.62 = 0.29 lu.
Sto : 13871/0.29 ¤ 46600 in.}
ybc : 14.91 + 14.62 = 29.53 lu.
Sho = 13871/29.53 = 470 in.}
ycq = 0.29 + 4.5 + 3.5 = 8.29 in.
Soc : 13871/8.29 = 1674 in.}

Stress Oomputation
The etressee in the steel beam and oonorete slab are now

oheoked at each stage of loading:
1. Steel beam under prestreseing force

<Tg8 : ·140/31.77 + 140 X 9.15/299.2 : -4.41 + 4.28
: -0.13 ksi 4.18.0 kai OK

2. Steel beam under dead load and superimpoaed dead loadi”gc
= -257 X 12/299.2 - 66 X 12/2110 = -10.3 -0.37
= -10.67 kei-< 18.0 kei OK

Tb, —.= 267 x 12/296.2 + 65 x 12/431 -.= 10.3 + 1.81
: 12.81 kei <1 18.0 kei OK
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3, Oomposite beam under total loadings
a. In concrete slab:

gb I -65 x 12 _ 520 x 12
820 x 3 x 6 1674 x 6

z -0.053 - 0.598 = ·0.65l ks1<: 0.4fé
Z':b.

In steel beam
<f I —l40 140 x 2:15 - 25] x 12 - 65 x 12ts 31.77 + 299.2 299.2 2 10

0 x 12 -4.41 + 4.28 - 10.3 ~ 0.37
4

— 0.13 : - 10.93 ksi<.18.0 kei OK

<y I ;;gQ_ _ 140 x 2.15 + 251 x 12 + 65 x 12bs 31.77 299.2 299.2 3

+ äggiäöig = - 4.41 ~ 4.28 + 10.3 + 1.81
+ 12.76 : +16.18 ksi<:l8.0 kei OK

The section gives a coneervative value; a lighter sec-
tion could be chosen tor the purpose of economy.

The actual weight ot the rolled beam ls ellghtly less
than the estimated value (108 vs 110) and the estimated
weight of haunch and diaphragms is reasonable, so the 30 WF
108 rolled steel section can be adopted in this design for
all beams.
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Example B. Selection of welded plate girders for the design
of a simple·span bridge without shorlng.

Design Data
Span Length -

8o'—o”

Distance c. to c. bearings : 79'~0"
Live Load = H20 - S16 — 4#
Roadway Width - two lanes — 28*-0*
The general cross section ls shown in Figure 25.
For a first trial section, five steel beams st
7'—0" c.to c. and a ccncrete slab 7" thlck are
selected.

1. Dead load on steel beam alone.
Edge Beam G1

Slab £$2g(9.83 x gä-x 150) : 6oa pl! of beam

xey (9-•-@27-=-9-=-*?-"ä’<1.2s :1% x 160): 82 “
Haunch (aseume width = 2'-O") = 50 "

Goncrete = 736 pl! of beam
Steel Girder (estimated) : 120 "
Diaphragms (estlmated) = lg

”

Steel = 130 "
Total ¤ 866 “



P4 A’ »

Iatcricr Beam G2 om 03
slab 7 x 7/12 a 150 Z 612 pl! ot beam
Hauuch (aeeume width Z 2*-0**) Z 50

”

Ocncrete Z 662 "
Steel e1rccr (catxaatca) Z 120

“

Diaphragme (catimated) :.· 2Q
”

Steel Z 140 “

Tctal Z 802 "
2. Dead loa.d compoaite beam

Railinge 2 x 25 Z 50 "
sidcwalk Z+

x 150 Z 618 “
Future Paving 15 x 28 Z 42Q "

Total Z1088 “

Each g1r¤cr will take l§§§* Z 218 “
3. Live load and impact on compoelte beam

Gocffieient of impact I : ·iä·g—-1-25
1* 279 + 125 0.245

Edge Beam G;
- Live··l0ad distribution to G; s
_ Z ....I......... Z 1,2174.0 + 0.25 x 7

* AASHO Speoificatlons. Article (1.3.1)
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. cg : Q 1 1.217 1 1.245 : 0.76

Interior Beam G2 and G;
Live distribution : 8/5.5 = 7/5.5 : 1.273

Modified ooeffioient for truck load and impact
ci : ä 1 1.273 1 1.245 : 0.794

Design Moments

gk·ft
Beam u„°L ncsß x„LL*I
6, 675 170 900

G2 or G} 626 170 9¢O
‘ Interior Beam G2 or G}

MSDL .-1 626 k—rt
M„$° e 170 x—::

s„LL*I e 940 1-rz

Use prestressing force F6 : 180 F
Assume section properties as followsz

dw : 40 1n. Ax/aw e 0.3 ab/Aw = 0.5

A8 = 15(1 + 0.3 + 0.5) = 27.0 in.?
e : 40/2 —(5 + 1) : 29 — 6 : 14 in.
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The selection of section
gg. 2: ä-gi 2.- 0.125,

From Figure 44

-——§—t—§—--7 ='~‘ „ Q 512
(Aw + 2A; dw Aw + 2Ab)dg ”

°
“

FO]? K :1*

32.66 1::.2
K==·

From Figure 5b

...E§2....... z Q_44(aw 2 2Ab)dw

For K : 1

Ac :...l.8;—*x6 :98111.2x

-....2§.... „_ u

From Figure 50

(Aw + 2Ab)dw

SAW + 2AxzdW __ 0Ste *
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The required area of section
Top Flange 2

Aw 1 Qßt = -180 1 189 x 14 1 I 1_
- 626 x 12

18 18 0.312 40 18
1 1 _ 119 x 12 Ä 10.312 *76 18 ‘ °' ‘ T6

_
I O

18

= -10 + 11.2 - 33.4 - 1.12 — 0
= 66.62 16.2

2At = 32.32 · 15 = 18.32 in.2
At = Lääää „ 9.16 16.2

Bottom Flauge
« _ -180 _ 189 x 14 __1__ _} 626 x 122* * 2** ‘ I§’ 18 3 0.312 246 2 ' 18

1 1 1 x 1 1 1x öjgjä xgg240

x lg 1 1

„ 52.13 16.2
2Ab : 52.13 - 15 : 37.1} 1¤.2

Ab e Zlélä e 16.61 16.2
Theretore the required area equal:

4; : 9.16 + 15 + 18.57 z 42.73 iu.2
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Thls ls eonslderably hlgher than the aesumed AB of 27.0
ln.2 It wlll be necessary to run through another trial. Bew
values for the ratlos of flange steel to web steel can be
determlned from the eomputed values for At and Ab. Thus

A — 9.¤J..§ ..LT; .. 15 .. 0.61
n .. l§.«.§1 ..aw - 15 - 1.24

Then from Flgure 44

°°For
K : 3

Ac s.- e 32.65 la.?
.. ....2.?.é5.....K° ” 32.65+42.7} z ¤°Ä33

From Figure 40
sbg ..

v+2Ab dw
” o°476

§Aw+2A;[gw _ O 60Sto °

FO! K :.· 1
A

Ac e 98
I: •

° §§Iä2.73 ° 696
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From Figure #0

She

__ O 15Ste
•

The required area ot steel top tlange

= -18 18 1# 1 1 _ 626 x 12“° + 2‘* °I% + "%6“’ x 0.376 x Kö 18
1 ..1 -1Zg 12 1ho-

1 0.15 1 tä
= -10 + 9.32 - 27.8 - 1.7 - 2.35
= 32.63 iu.2

21% = 32.53 — 15 = 17.53 i¤.2
At z 2: 8•77 1.11.2

Try l#" x 5/8” plate
At = 1# 1 0,625 = 8.75 in.2 = 8.77 1¤.2 OK

Bottom Flauge
q _ -1 _ 180 x 1# 1 1 626 x 121w+2A%.. -%1

1 l 1 12 1 1**760.6 ‘:6*‘m1'6**‘01‘x76‘¤:6
2£2.;.12. ..1. X _1

* 12 *0.50 40
= -10 ·9.32 +27.8 + 5.96 +31.30 : #5.74 1¤.2

2 = #5.74 · 15 = 30.7# lu.?^b
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Ab 111.2

Try 16” x l" Plate

Theretore,
A8 : 8.75 + 15 + 16 : 39.75 in.?

This area ia within the assumed area of 42.73 1h.2.
It is suitable.

Properties ot section.
Steel section.

y = §(40 + 1Qx 1639.76
„ 2€§..:.2·.1Z.;ä s lE>.Q:.ä ;.· 3.79 1 .ö9·75 z9.vs °

IB : ä(40+0.625)2 x 8.75 + &(40+l)2 x 16 + 1/12

x 403 x 0.375 — 39.75 x 3.792
: 3610 + 6720 + 2000 - 570 = 11760 in.4

Y-°yba

= 20 + 1 — 3.79 = 17.21 in.
_ 1116Q 3

e = 17.21 - 3.21 : 1ä.O in. ~
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Composite Section:
FO? K 2 E

2 2 •6 1. •2‘°
5 1 6 99 5 n

x : ..221é§.... 2 0.451
° 52.65+59.75

yg z (24.415 + 4.5) 1 0.451 2 15.05 in.
In = (24.415 + 4.5) 1 15.05 1 59.75 + 11760

+ 52.65 1 1/12 1 72

2 14970 + 11760 + 154 1 26864 in.2
ytc 1 24.415 — 15.05 = 11.585 in.

:1: 2 6 •}9*° 11.666 99 O i°
ybc = 17.21 + 15.05 = 50.24 in.
sbg z 26864/50.24 z 890.0 in.}

SOQ : 26864/19.585 1 1585 in.}I
FO? K 2 1

2 84 1 ._: 8 _2‘·= 2;*% 9 *“
‘¤ig

2 (24.415 + 4.5) 1 0.712 2 20.60 11.
Ia 1 (24.415 + 4.5) x 20.60 x 59.75 + 11760

+ 98 1 1/12 1 49
z 25660 + 11760 + 400 1 55820 1n.Ä
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Sto : 35820/3.815 : 9400 ih.}

Sho : 35820/37.81 : 947 in.}
ygc = 3.815 + 4.5 + 3.5 = 11.815 ln.
Sag : 35820/11.815 : 3030 lu.}

Stress Comeutation

The etreeeee in the steel bsam and eenerete slab are
new checked at each stage ef loading.

l. Steel beam under prestreesing force:
q' ,_. -18 180 I 14 = ..4_5} + 5•2§“ 65.75 + 'EF"1

: +0.71 kai 4 18.0 kai OK
G ::122 -15.*;.6...12:-A.56 - 3.69‘°' 69.76666z

8.22 kei 4 18.0 kei OK
2. Steel beam under dead load and euperimpesed dead lead:

G : -626 x 12 - 1 O x 12 =
,15_5g

-
g_355

°
” """'¤T6"""1 ": '2'6"36:

- 16.485 k¤1<€18.0 kai OKQn
= 626 I 12 1Z0 X 12 =

11_O 2.29°° 666 * 696 *
: +13.29 kai«< 18.0 kai OK
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3. Composite beam under total loadingsz
a. In ccncrete slabz 1

QB = -110 x 12 _ 240 x 12
1385 x3x6 3030 x 6

z -0.082 -0.621 = -0.703 ks1<L0.4 fg = 2.0 kai
b. In steel beamz

39.75 481 481 2360
_ 240 x 12

9400
: · 4.53 + 5.24 - 15.62 - 0.865 — 1.2
z - 16.975 ksié 18.0 kei OK

W1! = gäggg _ 1828; 14 + 6266;312 g 110 ;O12
1 249 x 12947
z -4.53 -3.69 + 11.0 + 2.29 + 11.9
= + 16.97 ksi < 18.0 kei OK

Check edge beam G;
Stress Gomputatlon

The stresses in the steel beam and conorete slab are
now checked at each stage of loading.

1, Steel beam under prestressing force:
<Q„=:.1§Q. +.];§9....¥..l·.1=-4.53+5.2439.75 481

¤ + 0.71 kai·<.1B.0 kei OK
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<‘ Z :1äQ. -.1§Q4£.1£ - 4.55 - 5.69b’ 59.75 666 °
z - 8.22 kei 6 18.0 kai OK

2. Steel beam under dead load and euperimposed dead load:

W ..—£Z‘i.£.l2.„l¤x17-- ..ts 16.85 0.865
= -17.695 ks1< 18.0 kai OK

<b„=§lZ§..2„=..l—.2+.?LZQ.¥...1-.€e11.66+2.29685 890
z 14.14 kei < 18.0 kei OK

3, Composite beam under total loadingsz
a. In concrete elab:

_q1 = -110 x 12 _ QQ0 x 12
1385 x 5 :6 5050 x 6

z -0.082 - 0.594 = -0.676 ksi6;O.4 fg : 2.0 kei
b. In steel beam:

180:16,6 :12,110:12‘° 59.75 ’ '“”68I" “Z§¤8I“‘ 0360
, QQ0 x 12

9400

z - 18.155 kei OK

611 Z -1§Q _ 18Q x 14 1 61§ x 12 1 110 x 12
° 69.76 666 683 899

1 QQO x 12
947

= -4.55 • 5.69 + 11.85 + 2.29 + 11.4

= +17.52 ksi 6 18.0 kei OK
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From the calculatione above the trial section is suit-
able for all the beama•
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Example G. The selection of rolled beams for a three—span
contlnuous bridge without sharing.

Design Data:
Spann Two l00'·6" end epans and one l00'

intermediate span
Distanees c.to c. bearinge: 100' end spans,

lO0' intermediate span
Live load: H20 - S16 - #4
Roadway Width — two lanes - 28'O”
The general cross section is shown in Figure 25.
For a first trial section, five steel beams at
7'-O" c.to 0. and a conorete slab

?”
thick are

selected.

Prestressing force Fo a 250 k
Plot influence line for moment at Support B. Use the method
of moment distribution to caloulate the ordinates ofthe in·
fluhnee line for MBA.

_
*

KAB : I/100 x 3/4 s 31/too = 3 2

rm 1/100 x #+/2+ e #+1/#+00 a- 2+
KGB : I/100 x 3/4 : 3I/400 = 3

. From moment distribution, therefore, when the load is
on AB span only:

MB : -0.27 Mäß + 0.533 M§A
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when load ia on B0 span only:

HF FMB : —0.467 BQ + 0.133 Meg

When load is on OD span only:

F PMB : + 0.133 Mgp + 0.06 Mgp

The oomputation of F.E.M,
A unit load is applied at 10' point on the span.

2 1 2 • 4 ae 00b2

4
0.9 3.2 6.3 9.6 12,5 14.4 14.7 12.8 8.1 0

The ordinates of the influence line, for HBA_when load
on span AB

F PMB : -0.27 MAB + 0.533 MBA
A 1• 20 • lo • .0 0 ae •• l•g'

väß 8.1 12.8 14.7 14.4 12.5 9.6 6.3 3.2 0.9 0
I,When

load on span B0:
MB a -0.467 Mgg + 0.133 Hgß
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„ 0 20 • #0 0 •0 0 3• •• #••

Egg 8.1 12.8 14.7 14.4 12.5 9.6 6.3 3.2 0.9 0
Egg -0.9 -3.2 -6.3 -9.6 -12.5 -14.4 -14.7-12.8 -8.1 0
H; -3.9 -6.4 -7.7 -8.0 - 7.5 -6.3 -4.9 -3.1 -1.5 0

When load on span GD 4
MB ·.: 0.133 Egg ··- 0.06

10 20 0 ·•
8.1 12.8 14.7 14.4 12.5 9.6 6.3 3.2 0.9 0

Egg -0.9 -3.2 -6.3 -9.6 -12.5 -14.4 -14.7-12.8 -8.1 0
ug 1.13 1.89 2.34 2.49 2.41 2.14 1.72 1.2 0.6 0

Figure 26 shows the influence line for moment at
support B.

1. Dead load on steel beam alone:
Edge Beam G1
From Example A

Weight of ooncrete ¤ 736 plf of beam
Steel girder (eetlmated) z 120

”

Diaphragms = lg ”

Total : 866 “

Interior Beam G2 or G}
From Example A
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Weight ot oonorete = 662 plf of bcam
Steel girder (eetimated) z 120

”

Diaphragme e 20 "
Total 2 802 ”

E 2, Dead load on oompoeite beam
From Example A
Each girder w1ll take = 1088/2 = 218 ”

3, Momente due to dead load
By the method of moment distribution:
Edge Beam G;

W = 866 plf
ML -.2 Hgg -2 ug], .—; 1/12 HL2 e 1/12 x 0.866 x 1002

e 720 k"*

From moment distribution therefore,
MOD = B25 k°ft

RÄ „ 0.066 x 100 x jo · 86Q
R 100

e i22Q..;...§é5 e 3#,65k100
RB = 86,6 x gQO · §&,6§ x 2QQ · 865

100
¤ 2525 .-= 96.25*100
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By trial procedure NZZ! ocoure at 40' from Support A.

uro Z 34.95 x 40 — 0.666 x ao x 40/2 Z
stanoe
from L loe O• Los 40• ,• 60s ,• 80• 10,•

M 303 520 679 690 650 520 300 0 -390 -865

V ¤ 8.1100f •„ L 11•' 12•° 1 •' 14•' 1 •°

H -481 -173 +50 +178 +209

Figure 27 shows the moment diagram due to dead load
for Edge Beam G;.

B. Interior Beam G2 or G3
W : 802 pl! 1

Mäg : Häc a Hgug 1/12 HL2 m 1/12 x 0.802 x 1002
= 670k°ft

P F F -Hg; = MOB =.· Km : -6701: ft
From the caloulation above for edge beam
MB : igég X 865 := —605*""
EA Z 0,802 x 100 x QO ·80§ Z 4010 - 8Qj

100 5 100
Z 32.05*

RB Z 80.2 x 2OQ - Q2.§ I 200 - 80§„ 16040-6410-80ä
100 100
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By trial procedure Hoax ocouro at 40' from Support A.
Ego = 37.05 x 40 — 0.802 x 40 x 20 = 640.4k°ft

ü'stancefrom 1 108 20* •* 4•* 0* 0* 80* ·•* 100*
H 280 480 600 640 600 479 282 —24 -358 -805

Digäggci 11•' 1 !'
•’l4•'M

·444 -163 + 37 +157 +198

Figure 28 ehowe the moment diagram due to dead load for
interior been G2 or G;. _

0. Dead load on compoeite beem
W = 218 pl!

HiB = Ego = Ego = 1/12 WL? a 1/12 x .218 x 1002
: +1B2k‘ft

HBA = MÄB = N80 = * 182k°ft
Therefore, ·

Mg = -182/720 x 865 a —212k°tt
R, = 0.218 x 100 x 20 — 212 z 3,71*

100
RB = 21,8 x 200 · 8,11 x 200 - 212 z 23_99k100

By trial procedure Hua! oocurs et 40' from Support A
Ego = 8.71 x 40 — .218 x 40 x 20 = l74.0k'It
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Distance£_-m L 10’ 2•' •° 4p' •' 60' O' S0' ?0' 10•'
H 76 131 163 174 163 130 76 -1 ·99 -219

Distance
‘„ca „ l1•° 12•’ 14•' 1 •'

M -121 -45 +10 +43 +55

Figure 29 shows the moment diagram due to superimposed
dead load on the composite section.

4. Live load and impact on compoeite sections
„

- OOoeffieient of impact

IEdgeBeam G;
I4178 10a.d d18tI’1b\IÜ1OH to

2Modifiedcoeffiolent for truck load and impact
Oe z Q 1 1.217 1 1.222 : 0.745

Interior Beans G2 and G}
Live load distribution z 7/5.5 : 1.273

Modified coefficient for truck load and impact
Gi : Q 1 1.273 1 1.222 = 0.779

Moment due to live load and impact
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l. For maxlmum positive live load moment in epans AB
In order to find the point of maximum combined dead and

live load moment in span AB it will be necessary to find the
live load moment at several points in the vielnlty of the
section of maximum eombined moment. Thus, by trial it ie
found that as Figure 30 shown will produoe maximum moment
in span AB comblued with D.L.

From influence line, therefore,
p a 8000# e ek _

MB e -(2.66 x 1 + 8.99 x 4 + 9.54 x 4 + 6,43 x 1):8
e - 83.21 x 8 = -665.68k“ft

From the analysis for influence line
Hg e -0.06 uh . 0.163 >r§A
nig = 64.8 + #60.8 + 201.6 + 17.2 : + 744.4k°£t
Hgi = ·7.2 — 307.2 - 470.4 - 90 = -874.8k'tt

Mg e -0.06 nfß . 0.133 Mgi
: -0.06 x 744.4 + 0.155 x (-874.8)

= -44.6 - 116 = -160.6
RA Z 8 x 90 + 32 : 60 + 32 x 30 +8 x 16 -665.68

100
Z Z22 + 1220 + 260 + 128 -666 Z 3O_62k

100
BB = 8x12Q+22xl6Q+22£12Q+8x1l6•Q0=62x200-160,6

100
Z 1220 + 2120 +4162 +228 -5124 -160=6 Z 5g_;}k

00





Rn = -l§9eä = -1.61*100* Rg = 32 + 32 + 16 + 1.61 -30.62-54.43 = -3.44

nä; e 964.6***
Distance E

f •m . 1e' 2•' .n' •* -0* •* 80' 39* 100*
K 306 532 759 985* 891 797 703 290 -172 -666

?'stance
119* 1 0* F

K -616 -565 -516 -161 -80 0 -416

2. Maximum negative moment at B:
For maximum negative moment at B place lcade in span AB

and B0. Then by trial the maximum negative moment will be ·
prcduced when the structure loaded as shown in Figure 31.
Therefore, according to influence line

2 a 8*
Mg z -(l x 1.06 + 4 x 8.33 +4 x 9.83 + 1 x 7.68 + 4

x 3.9 + 4 x 8 + 1 x 7.06 +4 x 2.51) x 8
a -(l.06 + 33.32 + 39.28 + 7.68 + 15.6 ¢ 32

+ 7.06 + 10.04)8
. • -146.04 x 8 = -1168.32k°ft _

From the analysis for influence line
Mg = +0.06 nig - 0.133 Bäi- 0.133 Mgg + 0.467 Egg
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MK3 : 42,4 + 472.0 + 244,0 + 25,6 : +784.4k°It

mgl z -(2.70 + 266,0 4 474.0 + 102.0) : -844.7k'ft
2 Ö"2mgß

= —(28.8 + 307.0 + 107.2 + 360.0) = —803.0k·f*
Mc : 0.06 MXB -· 0.135 Mär 0.13} Hä; + 0.467 Mgß

: 0.06 x 784.4 · 0.133 x (-844.7) • 0.133 x 879.0
+ 0.467(—803.0)

„ .47.0 . 112 . 117 + 376 = ·333.0k‘ft
RA :8 x Q4 + gg x gg + gg x g4 +8 x 10 ~ 1168,

100 ‘

: ZQ2 + 2g48 +1088 + 16g — 1168 : 28_8k

RB = 8x1Q4+g2x164·•· g2x1g4+8x120-•·g2xQ0+g2x60+8x46·•·g2xl6
100

__ {28,8 x ggg +ggg)
100

:.1ggg + gggg + 4gQg +Q6g+288g‘
100

2.

D 100
RC z 8 + 32 + 32 + 8 + 32 + 32 + 8 + 32 — 28.8 ·116.}9

+ 3,33 :.~ 42,14k
20.1+1v.. uääz 2 794k”ft (36' from 1)
Negative: Egg! =

1168k'ft (at support B)
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F'etanoe
Fro lO' 20' O' ‘• O' GO' O° 80° 10'

M 256 464 672 752 640 528 288 -144 -656 -1168
»1atan¤errem „ 11•* 1 0* 1 0* 140* 1 0* 160* 1 0* 180* 1•0'

M -516 -184 +148 +580 +492 +456 +388 +320 +60
F'stanoe ° °“

F_om „ 20•' 21•° ;„0' 2 •' 24•' 5•' 26•° 2 0' 2¤•'

M -333 -300 -266 -233 -200 -167 -133 -100 -67
v stanoe

F ·s¤ 5; O' •*

Tha combination of dead load moment and live load moment:
1, For the maximum positive moment:

(Interior Beam G2 or G3)
¤• stanoeF _"

i l•• h„• 0• Aoe „• 698 0•8O•M

586 1012 1359 1675 1491 1276 985 288-530 -1471
ü'stanoe

8
From 5 110* 12•' l5•‘ l4•' 1·3' 16•' 1 0' 18~'

1••'

M -1110 -728 -479 ·309 -218 -209 -279 -429 -660
M staneer5¤¤ „ ••* 21•* 22•* 250* 2·•* 2 0* 26•' 2 •* 280*

M -966 -502 -130 +170 +383 +520 +576 +542 +448
M stanoeFou · °•5••H

+264 0

Moment diagram ae shown in Figure 32,
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2. For the maximum negative moment:

(Interior Beam G2 or G3)

DistanceFrom 1 10* 20* 0* 40* 00* 60* 0* 80* 10* 100*
M 536 444 1272 1392 1240 1007 570 -146 -1014 -1973

DistanceFrom 1 11•* 12+* 1 0* 140* 100* 1••* 1 •* l80' 1-0*
M -960 -347 +185 +737 +690 +613 +375 +157 -384

DistanceFro» 1 200* ,10' 2•* 200° 24•' 1 0* 60* •* 2B9°
M -1138 ·-658 -268 +49 +279 +433 +507 +500 +413

Distance ‘*_*—”_“ ‘
From 1 2-0* 000*

+247 O
A

Moment diagram es shown in Figure 33.
Design Moments

1. Maximum Positive Moment

Beam- Mk°ft
MSDL Mcsp MOLL+I

G, 695 174 730

2 or G; 640 174 770
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2. Maximum Negative Moment

Mk-tt
Beam VSDL MGSD MOLL+I

0; 865 220 870
G2 or G} 805 220 910

Prestreeeing Layout:5
According to the moment diagram ef the combination of

dead and live load the location of prestreesing cablee should
be ee shown in Figure 34.
Selection of Section:

Use the design moment of interior beam G2.
1. For maximum positive moment.

MSDLLL

I -Mo " = 7705 "
Tny 36 WF 150

72tt

: tb e 0.34 in. Is a 9012.1 1n.h

e : 35.84/2 — (3 + 0.94) e 14.0 in.

E9 _··; .-5-.1.5-. ,,,Oass.e# ” ' 5
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Fe .. ..
ForAC

a 9E.£.1 e 32.7 iu.2
3 K 6

KC Z ..2211...„. Z 0.426

From Figure 38 and Figure 39

ZZgiBed
Ste

FO]? K : 1

Ao :: 7:: 98•Ü il1•2l x 6
K Z ....9.9... Z ,
° 98 +66.16 O BBB

From Figure 38 and Figure 39

O 47 éää O 16*68 Ste
Required area of steel section: ~

‘ Top flaugez
: 229 22Q;E.lä l „ 640x12 „ 1 4 12AB 18 1811.KZ

-13.9 + 17.1 — 37.4 - 2.26 -2.39 = 38.85 1u.2

I
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Since the sres of a 36 WF 150 ie 44.16 1n.2, the re-
quired erea of 44.43 in.2 is elightly larger. Therefore,
the cover plate is not necessary.

The properties of the section.
Composite Section:

For K 2 3
g §ä„§.I = 39,7 g ,286

3:6 ° H

° 32.7 + 44.16
ie : (17.92 + 4.5) x 0.426 = 9.55
Ic = (17.92 + 4.5) x 9.55 x 44.16 +9012

+ 1/12 x 72 : 9450 + 9012 + 133
2 18595 1n.Ä

yto= 17.92 — 9.55 = 8.37 in.
etc: éääää e 2220 in.}

8037

7 Ybc= 17.92 + 9.55 = 27.47 lu.

„ Äääää - 6 · 3Sb°— 27·47 M 77.0 in.
. y°„= 8.37 + 4.5 + 3.5 = 16.37

_ 1§ä2ä _ 61135 in.
F0rK:1

,_:8Ä·XZ:8i·2A° 1 x 6 9 n

K = 8 z ,¤ öäsi 44.16 6 ÖBB
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ic : (17.92 + 4.5)I 0.688 ¤ 15.45 im.

IQ : (17.92 +4.5)x l5.h5 x 44.16 + 9012
+ 98 x 1/12 x 72 : 14600 + 9012 + 400

e 24012 1¤.4
yto = 17.92 · 15.05 = 2.#7 lu.

e .?.£*.QJ.~23. e 9720 1 .7S‘°
2.47 n

ybc = 17.92 + 15.45 2 66.67

. .-:.22.0.;.2.:721.01 .7*S"°66.67Stress

Gemputetiou
The etreseee in the steel beem end coucrete elab are

now checked et each stage ef loading.
1. Steel beem under preetreesiug force:

{ 2 :222 2.*-29,6...15. - .6 6.96ts 44.16 + 502.9 z 5 7 7

= +1.29 ke1¢=18.0 kei ox
gb - :222 250 x 14° ...1. **666*:6* M6

:·.· -12.63 ks1< 18.0 kai OK
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2. Steel beam under dead load and superimpoaed
dead lead:

<$. 2 ·é&Q-E-12 - 1Z&.6.122 - 16.26 - 0.94’ 502.9 2220
2 - 16.17 kei < 18.0 kei OK

‘

<Ig° 2 é£Q26.12 + 112.2.22 2 16.26 + 3.08
502.9 677

: + 18.31 kei OK
3. Composite beam under total loadingss

a. In oouerete slabz ‘

<§§ =
—1]4 x 12 „ 770 x 12
ll35I3x6 2300 x 6

: -0.1022 - 0.67 ¤ ~0.7722 ksL< 0.4 fg
1*:b.

In steel beam:

€t„2...?.5Q....%'éQ..L.?L’t.-„„„„„6#¤x12-1141:12#4-16 502.9 502.9 2220

- 119-5-1% 2 -5.67 + 6.96 - 15.23 -0.949720
_:

- 15.83 kei <.l8.0 kei OK
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‘§2
= -250 _ 250:14 + 640:12 + 174:12 + 170:12S 44.16 502.9 502.9 677 721

= -5.67 — 6.96 + 15.25 + 5.08 + 12.80
a +18.48 kei OK

'qgs a 18.48 kei is slightly larger than the allovable stress
ot 18.0 kai, but it is in the allowable range. Theretore,
the trial section is considered suitable.

2. Por maximum negative moment:

ussa : 220 k‘f*
MsLL+I 2 910 k—£t

Ooncrete is generally assumed ineffective in resisting
tension and thus cannot be oounted on to resist negative mo-
ment: in the continuous beam. This restriets the use of the
concrete slab as a cover plate in the oompcsite structures.
Thus, the design here ls based on the assumption that the
negative moment: are carrled solely by the steel section. A
symmetrical rolled beam, the necessary area ot cover plate
can be evaluated from the tormulaz

Ap 2 (M/te)(d+2tp)-EIBS (d + tD)ä
A LL IM :: HSDL +‘ HSDL + SD + Hs +

e 805 + 220 + 910 a 1955k”f*
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Aesume tp : 1.0 ih.

Ap Z lQ3§xlg§Q§‘84+2,Q)xl[18 ·gxQQ12(66.84 + 1)2 p
2 -2 22.66 1:..2·1359

This is the required area of the cover plate for a nou-
preetressed oomposite beam. For e preetressed eompoeite beam
this value can be reduced by fifty peroent for top flahge due
to the effects of prestressiug.

Try 13" x l" plate for top flauge
22" x

1”
plate for bottom flauge

The properties of section:
xs 2 I-{EYES 2 0.228
Y, = (17.92 + 1) x 0.228 z 4.31 ih.

yta = 17.92 + 1 · 4.31 e 14.61 in.
ybs = 17.92 + 1 + #.31 = 23.23 lu.

Es = (23.23 + 1)x 0.278 = 6.74 in.
yts : 14.61 + 6.74 = 21.35
ybs = 23.23 · 6.74 = 16.49

e = 21.35 - 7.35 = 14 lu.
IB e 13 x 21.35 + 9012 + 16.422 x 22

‘ = 5940 + 9012 + 5930 = 20882 1¤.#
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Z 20882 Z 66 1 _}S*° 21.35 9 u

S°° 16.49
Stress Computation

Slnce concrete is ineffective in reeieting teneion it
cannot be counted on to reeiet negative moment in the conti-
nuoue been. Therefore, only the streeeea in the steel beam
are now checked at each stage et loading.

1. Steel beam under preetreeaing force.

6 Z :259 - 2 ¤¤1# e - 6.16 - 3.57_ ts 79.16 ”§§ä6"
: -6.73 kei 4 18.0 kei OK

(ba 2 + 2 •°3•]-6

+79.161267
e -0.90 kei 4 18.0 kei OK

2. Steel beam under dead load and superlmposed
dead{‘

Z Boj x 12 220:12 Z 9•86 2 69°° 980 + 980 +
e +12.55 kei 4 18.0 kei 0K

Z -805 x 12 - 220:12 Z - 7,52 - 2,53{b" 1267 '1'2"6°7""
z -9.70 kei 4.18.0 kei OK
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3, Steel beam under total loadings,

= LEEQ - 2§0:14 80§gl2 220:12‘<lS 79,16 980 +
980 +

980

lÜXl2“’“ 950
: -3,16 - 3,57 + 9,86 + 2,69 + 11,13
: 16,95 kai 4 18,0 kai OK

QL =
;§§Q_

+ 2§0:1Ä _ 80§ x 12 _ 220:128 79,16 1267 1267 1267
_ Q10 1 12

1267
z -3,16 + 2,76 - 7,62 · 2,08 — 8,63

= -18,73 kai OK
<ibs = 18,73 kei is alightly larger than the allowable

stress ot 18,0 kai, but it ie in the allowable range, Thus
the trial section is considered suitable,

Final Section I

Aooording to the moment diagram in Figure 35, the see-
tion should be as shown in Figure 35, „
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VI. DESIGN AIDS

The material in this section is extracted from a chap-
ter on "Design Aids" in "Composite Construction in Steel
and Concrete" by Viest, Fountain, and Singleton (17).
(pp. 128-142)

A. Tables
The tables are self-explanatory for the most part.

Figure 36 gives moment of inertia, IS, for a number of com-
posite beams and IB for the steel wide-flange beams incor-
porated in the composite members.

Figure 37 contains the section modulus, Sho, at the
bottom in the composite section and SS, the section modulus,

of the steel beam alone. SS is the same at the top and
bottom for symmetrical steel sections such as wide-flange

beams.
A prestressed composite structure with wide-flange

beams without cover plates can be designed by making use of
the equation:

{BSolving for SBS
x

on so t(+: (47}
The ratio SBS/SBS and SBB/AS can be found approximate—

ly from Figure 37. Then the section required for the struc-
ture may be found by trial.
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B. Curves

The curves in Figures 38 to 52 are plots of equa-
tions for the design of composite structures. When the beam
is symmetrical and without cover nlates the following equa-
tions wlll be obtained.

I% : <¤—+%‘->+<.
ÄF.. (7[—+T—)k„+j;ä-+Tä--Ä:(T) —-—— sw
.1a-- - .....J.... le.Asd ‘“

1;+61/6) A_a*

li.- _...—._;L.„....

—”Thequantity ää ÄE (ä)? in Equation 48 is relativelyAs
small and may be neglected in the nreliminary calculations
leading to selection of cross section. The quantity

.1;- I 5;A,d’ d‘

where r : the radius of gyration,
d : the depth of the steel section.

This ratio denends only on the shane of the cross section.
For wide-flange beams it may be taken as annroximately 0.165.

Then,

4%%,;; a1ß5 ———— — —— —— ———— — —- —-- —— -— ———-(49)
S

and
jbä ._ St} ,_ S} ...,,

_?
..„, II) __ .— ____ __ __ _A’d °°° Asd

——
Asd

“
A$d *' Aid} "'
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Substitution into Equation 48 gives the following ap-

proximate expression.

—— — —— — - —(6'1)
>

The expressions for the section moduli for the bottom
and top steel fibers may be expressed approximately as:

lß- : ——l—— ———lé—·—;·———J—;——~·- [(¢+$)L\<:+o.1b5l- — —~l52)M ä+<31/A1 11,6* ä+<ä+·,6>•<„ > d

Qt; __ 1 I: _ 1 [ 1 2,* 5 5.
__"_—""’2'l"'T‘ „,"*""""°*'***"’“" """' —-•

'

i-—•-—rs

where KC : Ac
Ac + AS

Assuming

the following approximate expression may be obtained from

the formulas developed in Section IV-A-l-b-3 for the bottom

flange and top flange section moduli, Sbs and Sts of the
steel beam

S 5:: 1 —L+ A" l-—1- A‘
.T...!1... ; ;—_,.. —L..l _, ... _ __ $4,)2 (1+1%+ 1+1%, Ö

‘

then
l5,, .. c—ä—•<.+ ;°:,13"'· + ;g_;-*1_5E„3 Ke _ _ _ _ _

'*' I • •
_

K; *‘ (‘£•<„+ *3*;)*;

6.,- <——;-1<.+-§§z“¢",;.+ ;—;a·.:m¤Ü°’·*<.„» 41,<A+2A)d·_
—l· —·J- -$=-

·___”_*_-()
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where Aw : the area of the steel web
At : the area of top flange

Ab : the area of bottom flange

Kb Z 1 + 2(Ab/Aw)
1Kt

Z 1 + 2(AK/AK)
1KC

: ...J}¤....Äc + AS

Figure 68 is the plot of Equation 52 and Figure 59 is
the plot of Equation 55. Both of these are for rolled beams.
For plate girders Figure 40 to Figure 52 may be used. These
are the plots of Equations 54, 55, and 56.
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1;6VII.GONGLUSIOH

A review of the idea of building prestressed ocmposite
structures seems tc indicate that such structures are possi-
ble and can be built economioally. In this thesis, the sub-
ject has been reviewed, relations have been developed, and
designs have been studied and illustrated.

It has been shown that the design of prestressed com-
pcsite structures requires additional computations over the
conventicnal composite structures, but the computations are
eesentially oombinaticns of computations for ordinary com-
posite construction and computations for prestressed concrete.

In general smaller steel sections are required than for
ordinary composite construction. There are several other ad-
vantages over ordinary composite construction, such as: (1)

owing to the cambering effect of prestress, the deflection
cf the structure due to loads is reduced. For this reason
the prestressed compcsite structure is more suitable for

„ structures of long spans, (2) the high-strength cables carry
a large portion of the loads, thus a lighter and more econcmi—
cal section can be chosen, (3) if curved tendons are used, it
will help to carry some of the shear in the member, (4) pre-
stressed composite structures possess higher overload capa—
city than the ordinary composite structures.

The steel beams used for prestressed ccmposite structures
can be prestressed in the fabricating shop and transported to
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the job site. This will tend to decrease costs.
according to J. D. Haillon (6), the srestressed com-

posite steel structure is more economical than the conven-

tional composite structure. He has stated that he has found
the cost of this construction to be approximately twenty tc

thlrty percent less than that of the conventional composite

structures.
The design of shear ccnnectcrs has not been disoussed

in this thesis, as it is basioally the same as for the con-
ventional composite structures.

The physical properties of the materials used and the

method of construction are important in design. Therefore,
brief explanations are given in this thesis.

The selection of sections for prestressed composite
e steel structures is described and calculations are i1lus~

trated for several forms of prestressed compcsite structures.
The method of design suggested in this thesis for con-

tinuous prestressed compcsite beams is based cn a theoretical

point of view. Practical techniques for construction are
yet to be fully developed.

Techniques for the design of prestressed composite
structures have not yet been published. It is hoped that

the material ln this thesis will make a contribution in that

direction.
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r VIII. NOTATIOK

Ab = area of bottom flange of plate girder
lg = area of transformed concrete slab (bt/kn)
Ap = area of cover plate
A8 ¤ total area of steel section
Ab = area of top flange of plate girder
Ag a lever arm between two internal foroes

b = effective width of steel beam
Ob a distance from centroid of steel beam to bottom fiber
Gt s distance from centroid of steel beam to top fiber

d = depth of rolled steel beam or plate girder
DL a dead load

E, : modules of elastioity of ccncrete
E, = modulus cf elasticlty of steel

e = eceentricity from the neutral axis of the steel beam
to the center of gravity of the oables

1

fb = allowable stress at cutmost bottom fiber
fg = allowable stress in concrete slab
fg = 28-day compressive strength of 6 x 12 in. concrete

cylinders

Fb s effective prestresslng force
ft = sllowable stress at outmoet top steel flber
g = twice the distance between the point of absolute

maximum bending moment and the centerline of the span
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I : moment of inertle or impact
Io : moment of inertia of composlte section
Is = moment of lnertia of steel section

K · a factor, depending on the type of loading, equal
to 1,0 for temporary loads and up to 3,0 for
sustained loads

K6 : the ratio of the area of the concrete slab to the
area of the composite section

L n span length
LL a live load

M = moment
Mc : moment acting on ccmposite section
H8 : moment acting on steel beam

Hgß e dead load moment acting on steel beam
: live load and impact moment acting on composite

section
MQSD

= superimpcsed dead load moment acting on composite
section

Spa = section modulus of outmost bottom steel fiber for
compcslte section

Sb, = section modulus of outmost bottom steel fiber for
steel section

Sao = section modulus of outmost concrete fiber for
composlte section



mo °
Ste s section modulus of outmost top steel fiber for

oomposlte section

Boo e section modulus of outmost top steel fiber for
steel section

t = thlckness of oonorete slab
tb e thlckness of bottom steel tlange
tt = thlckness of top steel flange
tp : thickness of cover plate

ybu = distance from neutral axis of composite section to
outmost bottom steel fiber

you = distance from neutral axis of composite section to
outmost top conerete flber

ytc e distance from neutral axie of composite section to
outmost top steel fiber

A3 s deflectlon

Q = st rain
ls, = stress in the bottom fiber of the steel beam

Woo e stress in the concrete slab
jf e shearlng stress
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Abstract

THE DESIGN OF PRESTRESSED CCMPOSITE STEEL BRIDGES

In recent years there has been a oonstant search for
·

better and more economical structures in the field of struc-
tural engineering. Within the past ten to twenty years this
search has resulted in the introduction of two new structural
systems: prestressed concrete and composite design. Each of
these new construction methods has advantages end limitations.
A new idea of combining these two structural systems into one
could result in more economical structures particularky
suited for long span bridges.

The slab-and—stringer bridge is one of the most common
types in highway construction. Such a bridge is composed of
two principal load·carrying elements: the steel beams which
transfer the lcads in the direction along the bridge axis,
and the concrete slab which distributes the loads in the
transverse direction to the steel beams. If some appropri-
ate mechanical device is used to connect the steel beams
end concrete slab together, the concrete slab can act ae e
cover plate for the beams and assist the beams in carrying
the load in the longitudinel direction. Such a structure
is known as a Conventional Composite Structure.

_ If such e structure is prestressed with high-strength
steel csbles, it acquires additional qualities. The prin-
ciple of prestressing in steel structures is not used to
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overoome tensile deficiencies of the material, as ls the
case for concrete, but to build cpposing stressea into mem—
bers in order to counteraet the stresses caused by external
£oroes• When tavorable residual etresses have been induced
in such structures they will be capable of carrying greater
loads than their conventional counterpart•

It is the objective of this thesiss (1) to investigate
the physical properties of the materials used in prestressed
composite structures, (2) to discuss the methods for con-
struction, (3) to develop a usable design technique for
simply supported and continuous beams, (4) to discuss the
layout of prestressing cables in continuous prestressed com-
poslte beams, (5) to show the use of equations for selecting
the steel beam cf the prestressed composite structure, and
(6) to illustrate the design ot prestressed composite struc-
tures with typical problems,


